(1) Introduction.-The electromagnetodynamics of fluids combines the dynamics of fluids and electromagnetic theory. It has been independently developed in two theories: magnetohydrodynamics and electrohydrodynamics, depending upon the properties of the fluid considered and the prevalence of either magnetic fields or electric fields. The space permitted here forbids us from going into any appraisal of these theories. The literature on magnetohydrodynamics is vast and a bibliography cannot be given here; for electrohydrodynamics the reader is referred to the studies by G. I. Taylor.'
(1) Introduction.-The electromagnetodynamics of fluids combines the dynamics of fluids and electromagnetic theory. It has been independently developed in two theories: magnetohydrodynamics and electrohydrodynamics, depending upon the properties of the fluid considered and the prevalence of either magnetic fields or electric fields. The space permitted here forbids us from going into any appraisal of these theories. The literature on magnetohydrodynamics is vast and a bibliography cannot be given here; for electrohydrodynamics the reader is referred to the studies by G. I. Taylor.' Magnetohydrodynamics gives us the ponderomotive forces produced by externally impressed electric and magnetic fields. However, in general, there are other forces owing to the electromagnetic composition of matter, which magnetohydrodynamics ignores. These are much smaller; nevertheless, they deserve careful consideration. Shockley and James2 recently proposed a "magnetic current force," namely (in meter-kilogram-second-coulomb units): fm = ,E X (B -yioH). However, there is a lapsus calami, for obviously fm is not a force.
In this note I shall analyze the problem in its generality, in a continuum theory. Special attention will be paid to the densities of "magnetic current" and "magnetic charge" which seem to play an important role in modern developments. The search3 for magnetic monopoles in ferromagnetic materials and the search proposed by the author4 for ferromagnetic particles in a tornado (whereby one might detect magnetic charges) may disclose new ways for liberation of energy.
The subject of this paper may continue to interest the biochemist, as was shown by the good response given to my earlier papers. In an article by Brillouin,5 the biochemist may also find helpful suggestions about other things to look for.
(2) Fundamental Equations.-Our first task will be to reformulate the Maxwell stress tensor in order to take into account the electromagnetic properties of matter. Let P (Pi) and M (Mi) be the electric and magnetic polarization vectors: P = D -eoE, M = uo-0B -H. These are subject to the equations formulated earlier by the writer :' curl M + =Jp' _C2 curl P + bM = Jm, (1), (2) V.P = Pe,
, (4) where J', Jm, p, and pm are called densities of "induced electric current," "magnetic current," "induced electric charge," and "magnetic charge." The prime (5) where T1j is the Maxwell stress tensor (in vacuum), i.e.:
T j = EoEiE, + ,oHiHH Wb-j,
and where W' = EkPk + /1OHkMk. W = 2 (EOE2 + AoH2). (7), (8) 2
The quantity W* = W+W', (9) may be called the total electromagnetic energy per unit volume.
The ponderomotive forces will be given by + curlE X D + curlH X B + curlP XE +socurlM X H, (11) where field and polarization divergence conditions have been used. Result (11) can be improved by the use of Maxwell's equations and equations (1) and (2);
We recognize at once, in the last parentheses, the force intended by Shockley and James (the second term). We have now the correct formulation of this force, together with other forces which may be equally important; some cancellations are obvious. In vacuum, we have P= M =J Jm = 02 Pe = Pm = 0 (13), (14) and formula (12) reduces to
c2 ()t VOL. 59, 1968 which gives the ponderomotive forces of magnetohydrodynamics; the last term is usually neglected. The case of null electric polarization or null magnetic polarization are to be considered separately depending on the material under consideration.
(3) Electrohydrodynamic and Magnetohydrodynamic Analogies.-Suppose that the electric polarization, electric densities of currents and charges, and the intensity of magnetic field H can be ignored; we also neglect the terms in 1/C2 in the last parentheses of formula (12) . Then the latter reduces to k = PB J--mXE. 
where equation (18) has been used. Equation (24) is of Helmholtz type (for the vorticity) and shows that the quantity (l/p) (2a -(1/c2) (p,/p)E) is frozen into the fluid. In particular, if at time t = 0, wo = (1/ (2c2)) (pm!p)Eofor any particle of the fluid, then X = (1/(2c2))(pr/p)E at all times for that particle. Again, we find an analogue of Lichnerowicz7 and the authdr's theorem9 concerning the con- (27) which is to be compared with Ohm's law for moving conductors, used in magnetohydrodynamics, namely J-p =v (E + v X B).
(28) !m is called "magnetic conductivity"; it has dimensions T-o. In order to find its physical interpretation, let us consider a fluid at rest: v = 0. We have
which gives the analogue of Ohm's law. Taking the divergence of equation (29) and using equations (4) and (21) Therefore, in this case the vorticity and the magnetic current density are propagated one-dimensionally, along the electric lines of force, at the speed CO; on the other hand, the vorticity is coupled to the magnetic current density according to equation (38). It is to be recalled that the fluid was supposed to be incompressible. We now may ask how this property is modified by the effect of compressibility. This question will be answered in another paper to be published elsewhere. However, I shall give here the result which is of interest. The compressibility acts as a wave filter, discriminating between components of vorticity and magnetic current density and passing only those directed along the electric lines of force. The transverse components are spherically attenuated. In other words, the longitudinal components only of vorticity and magnetic density continue to verify equations (36), (37), and (38), while the transverse components-coupled to the mass density oscillations-are convected with the fluid. This is exactly what happens to magnetohydrodynamic waves in a compressible medium of infinite electric conductivity. '2 
